Predictions Module
The predictions module is one of the oldest at the TokenStars platform. It was
introduced on the 1st of June in 2018. Since that time 469 questions have been
asked. Let's have an overview of what has been done within this module.
The predictions module allows users to make daily sports predictions and get token
rewards. The contests increase token demand, attract new users to the community,
and help to gather valuable data for developing in growing industries, like betting
and talent assessment.
The current version of the bot includes the following features:
● No stakes required — users forecast the outcomes and earn tokens with no
risk.
● Answering the questions daily allows participants to earn more tokens.
● Users earn tokens reward for each predicted forecast.
The Prediction contest is conducted via Telegram bot. Once a month, we announce a
week-long contest. The contest is held according to the following conditions: the top
100 users share among themselves 5,000 TEAM tokens.
To define the amount of tokens users receive we calculate the number of STAR points
depending on the accuracy of the predictions. STAR points are used as an inner
currency in the bot.

Each month is dedicated to a certain sport or even some major events like tennis
Grand slam tournaments, UEFA Champions League, and others. Sports covered in
the predictions module include basketball, hockey, baseball, boxing, etc. In 2019 we
introduced eSports contests. Users could make their bets on the Dota 2 matches.

Special predictions event
In 2018 we conducted TokenStars World Cup 2018 Contest. As the main office of our
company is located in Moscow, having the World Cup in Russia was a remarkable
moment for all the team.
Since the launch of the contest, nearly 3000 users have joined and registered in the
TokenStars Predictions module. It would have been impossible without the help
from our community, which actively participated in the referral program. More than
50% of active predictors were invited by their friends.
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This event was also a great opportunity to increase the module’s popularity in the
community.
● The number of DAU (daily active users) grew 9X times per month (+800%)
and on the match days, it was in the range of 700–900 daily predictors!
● 7AU (7-day-active users) metric, which shows the core audience of the
module, also increased 10X times since the launch of the prediction bot,
consistently achieving 45–60% of the daily user base.

The winner Mikhail Shein got an iPhone X and 10,000 TEAM. He also shared his
betting strategy: “I’m interested in football and it helped me to win. I studied
statistics and chose the most likely option, but when the payoff ratio was really big I
took a risk. I believe that the predictions module will help to attract more people to
the TokenStars platform”.

How to win tokens within the Predictions module
● Add and start Telegram @TokenStars_Predictions_bot and complete your
profile to get your first token reward.
● Answer questions during the week to earn tokens.
● Notice that you don’t need to pay to predict and win tokens.
● Withdraw your tokens. You will need to register and add your ERC-20
address.
● Buy more tokens to get higher bonuses from predictions contest.
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